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For forty years V. S. Naipaul has been traveling and, through his writing, creating one of the
most wide-ranging and sustained meditations on our world. Now, for the first time, his finest
shorter pieces of reflection and reportage -- nearly all of them heretofore out of print -- are
collected in one volume. With an abiding faith in the redemptive power of modernity balanced
by a sense of wonder about the past, Naipaul has explored an astonishing variety of societies
and peoples through the many-sided prism of his own experience. Whether writing about the
Muslim invasions of India, Mobutu’s mad reign in Zaire, or the New York mayoral elections, he
has demonstrated again and again that no one has a shrewder intuition of the ways in which
power works, of the universal relation of the exploiter and the exploited. And no one has put
forth a more consistently eloquent defense of the dignity of the individual and the value of
civilization. Infused with a deeply felt humanism, The Writer and the World attests powerfully
not only to Naipaul’s status as the great English prose stylist of our time but also to his keen,
often prophetic, understanding.
Polity for General Studies CSAT - Paper 1 IAS Prelims for Civil Services Preliminary Exam
covers various Chapters and their important topics. The book is divided into 17 chapters
followed by 2 levels of exercises - Simple MCQs & statement based MCQs. The book captures
most of the important questions with explanations of the past 12 years of the IAS Prelim exam
distributed in the various chapters.
The Civil Services are the most prestigious and responsible services in India. It is a major
attraction for the educated youth. Every youth desires to become a Civil Servant. In a
population of over 125 crores, merely 1,000 Civil Servants are selected every year from
amongst several lakhs of candidates who apply. From these figures, one can easily
understand the superiority and importance of the services. The candidates who apply for the
services have to undergo a three-phase selection process. The candidates who manage to
qualify the fiery examinations are selected and pledge to serve the nation with their unmatched
radiance. This book is a humble attempt to guide candidates on the road to preparing for the
Civil Services Examination. This book tells you how to prepare for the examination and the
points to remember while studying for it. Most of the difficulties and doubts which the
candidates face have been addressed by this book. The author of the book is himself an IAS
officer and was a topper in the Civil Services Examination. This book is based on his deep and
vast experience which he has presented before the aspiring candidates. This is a very useful
book for all the candidates appearing for competitive examinations and also for those who
want to succeed in their career.
INDEX Note for Students 1. Essay Writing • 1.1 Important Tips before you start writing the
essay • 1.2 18 Most Important GS Paper I Topics for IAS Mains 2019 2. GS Paper I: Indian
Heritage and Culture, History and Geography of the world and Society • 2.1 Important Tips
before you start writing the essay • 2.2 25 Most Important GS Paper I Topics for IAS Mains
2019 3. GS Paper II : Governance, Constitution, Polity, Social Justice and International
Relation • 3.1 Important Tips before you start writing the essay • 3.2 25 Most Important GS
Paper II Topics for IAS Mains 2019 4. GS Paper III : Technology, Economic Development, Biodiversity, Environment, Security and Disaster Management • 4.1 Important Tips before you
start writing the essay • 4.2 25 Most Important GS Paper III Topics for IAS Mains 2019 5. GS
Paper IV : Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude • 5.1 Important Tips before you start writing the essay
• 5.2 25 Most Important GS Paper IV Topics for IAS Mains 2019 6. Sample Answers to IAS
Mains Questions and Essays • General Studies Paper I • General Studies Paper II • General
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Studies Paper III • General Studies Paper IV • Essays
The purpose of this book is not to promote any political party but to throw light upon the fact
that we need to bring new thought, to build our identity which comes from our country and its
development. The only way to move from the category of developing countries to that of
developed countries is when we replace this politics of religion with politics of development.
“Progressive thoughts lead to the developed nation”. A young leader, who got only 5 years
and worked hard day and night for the development of our state, if he gets more chance to
serve the state, it would lead to development and prosperity of both the state and its
inhabitants to a larger extent. Almost everyone in our country can use a computer and
smartphone, but only an expert can utilize them effectively, likewise, Akhilesh Ji being an
educated person proved through his work and commitment that how effectively a state can be
run.
From Plassey to Partition is an eminently readable account of the emergence of India as a
nation. It covers about two hundred years of political and socio-economic turbulence. Of
particular interest to the contemporary reader will be sections such as Early Nationalism:
Discontent and Dissension , Many Voices of a Nation and Freedom with Partition . On the one
hand, it converses with students of Indian history and on the other, it engages general and
curious readers. Few books on this crucial period of history have captured the rhythms of India
s polyphonic nationalism as From Plassey to Partition.
UPSC New Syllabus & Tips to Crack IAS Preliminary and Mains Exam with Rapid GK 2019
ebook is the revised 3rd edition of the syllabus book for undergraduate STUDENTS taking up
the UPSC examinations for recruitment into the Indian Administrative Services (IAS). The book
also provides tips & techniques to crack the IAS exams with special focus on Subject-wise
planning for the Prelim Exam. The book contains the details of each and every subject topic
which is relevant to the IAS Preliminary and Mains examination. The book will update the
aspirants on the latest changes in the syllabus of the Preliminary and Mains exams. It is an
important handy tool for the aspirants which they can refer throughout their preparation.
Ancient and Medieval India shall be meant for candidates from the state of Union Civil Services
as well as various state public service examinations. The book covers the complete syllabus of
ancient and medieval history for the Main exam union civil service, and has material that is
immensely helpful for the Prelims as well. The contents of the book are very relevant as they
are developed after thorough analysis of the current syllabus and questions asked in previous
years. Moreover, the book also consists of numerous practice questions, chapter wise, making
it more user-friendly. The text will come in bi-colour, and there are detachable charts included
that students may tear out and use as a mnemonic by placing them in front or pasting them on
a wall. The Ebook of Ancient and Medieval India is designed to be a useful resource for the
UPSC and State PSC aspirants. This ebook can be accessed anywhere anytime in the
student’s mobile phone, tab or other portable devices whether Android or Windows. The book
has been made to have four color versions of the images in the book to give a more attractive
and authentic historic feel to the reader. The ebook also highlights ‘learning objectives’ for the
reader to make it easier for the learner to notice and memorize important facts and figures. Its
easily navigable TOC and reference footnotes make it handy and more efficient for readers.
This ebook is the perfect solution available to you 24*7 in your pockets.
Mission IAS - Prelim/ Main Exam, Trends, How to prepare, Strategies, Tips & Detailed
Syllabus 2nd EditionDisha Publications
The unique feature of this book is problem-solving techniques that will help the students get
top scores. The first part of this book deals with theory, examples, and exercises. In the
examples, wherever it is required, I have shown the problem-solving techniques that will help
you tackle a problem and solve it in the shortest way. In addition, I have included many
problems that are generally not given in GMAT guidebooks. The purpose is to equip you to
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face any situation in the actual test. The second part of this book is designed as a workbook to
help you apply the problem-solving techniques that you have studied in the first part. Every
problem solving has a technique, and a particular technique can be applied to different types of
problems. You will have to study and master them. A successful student will not only learn the
techniques but also learn how to apply the appropriate technique for a particular problem.
* Covers full syllabus and pattern of the examination * Ideas for a perfect start * Every stage of
examination elaborated with a strategy for each * Strategy for different optionals and General
papers * Lessons of Motivation * Important Links to Study resources, and much more. Show
more Show less
Born against a background of privation and civil war, divided along lines of caste, class,
language and religion, independent India emerged, somehow, as a united and democratic
country. Ramachandra Guha’s hugely acclaimed book tells the full story – the pain and the
struggle, the humiliations and the glories – of the world’s largest and least likely democracy.
While India is sometimes the most exasperating country in the world, it is also the most
interesting. Ramachandra Guha writes compellingly of the myriad protests and conflicts that
have peppered the history of free India. Moving between history and biography, the story of
modern India is peopled with extraordinary characters. Guha gives fresh insights into the lives
and public careers of those long-serving Prime Ministers, Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi.
But the book also writes with feeling and sensitivity about lesser-known (though not necessarily
less important) Indians – peasants, tribals, women, workers and musicians. Massively
researched and elegantly written, India After Gandhi is a remarkable account of India’s rebirth,
and a work already hailed as a masterpiece of single volume history. This tenth anniversary
edition, published to coincide with seventy years of India’s independence, is revised and
expanded to bring the narrative up to the present.

1.Magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series. 2.It?s a
2 in 1 series offers advantages of both Magazine and book. 3.The entire syllabus
of Indian History divided into 29 chapters. 4.Focuses on the Topics and Trends of
question asked in Previous Years? Questions. 5.Offers Chapterwise Practice and
well detailed explanations the previous Years? questions. 6.More than 3000
MCQs for the revision of the topics. 7.5 Practice sets and 2 Previous Years
solved Papers sets for thorough practice. 8.The book uses easy language for
quick understanding. Preparing for the examinations like UPSC, State PCS or
any other civil Services papers students need to have a comprehensive,
complete and concrete knowledge about their subjects from the point of view
exam. Arihant MAGBOOK Series is a must for Civil Services (Pre) Examination
State PCS & Other Comprehensive Examinations. It?s a 2 in 1 series that
provides all the study material in concise and brief manner offering unique
advantage of both Magazines and Books. It comprehensively covers the syllabus
of General Studies portion of the UPSC and State PCS Preliminary Examination.
The current edition of ?Magbook Indian History? covers every topic of History
(Ancient, Medieval and Modern Indian History).The whole syllabus has been
divided into 29 chapters in this book. It focuses on the Topics and Trends of
questions which are asked in previous Years? Civil Services Examinations,
further it provides Chapterwise practice of the questions that build self confidence
and Skill Adaption in the candidates and lastly it offers detailed explanations of
Previous Years? Civil Services examination in a easy language for quick
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understanding. Apart from Topical coverage and Previous Years? Question, this
book also focuses on practice by providing with more than 3000 MCQs and 5
Practice Sets that help students to know latest pattern of the paper as well as its
difficulty level. This book is a must for the civil services aspirants as it help them
to move a step ahead towards their aim. TABLE OF CONTENT ANCIENT,
MEDIVAL AND MODERN HISTORY ? The Stone Age, Indus Valley Civilisation,
The Vedic Age, The First Territorial States, The Religious Movement of
Mahajanapadas Age, The Mauryan Empire, The Sangam Age, Post Mauryan
Period (200 BC ? AD 300), The Gupta Age, The Post ? Gupta Era (AD 550 -750),
The Sultanate of Delhi, Provincial Kingdoms, Religious Movement, The Mughal
Empire, The Maratha Empire, Mughal Decline and Rise of Regional States,
Emergence of European Powers in India, Tribal and Peasant Uprisings,
Governor Generals and Viceroys, Development of Modern Education and Press,
Revolt of 1857, Social and Religion Reforms, Movements, Growth of Nationalism
and Struggle for Independence (1885 ? 1919), Struggle for Independence
Second Phase (1919 ? 1927), Struggle for Independence Third Phase
(1927-1939), Struggle for Forth Phase (1940-1947), Religion and Philosophy,
Music, Dance, Theatre, and Festivals, Indian Architecture and Festivals, Indian
Architecture and painting Schools, Chronological Panorama of Indian History,
Glossary, Practice Sets (1-5), Previous Years? Solved Papers Set 1, Previous
Years? Solved Papers Set 2.
Disha’s ‘Mission IAS’ is acclaimed as one of the most authoritative and
comprehensive books of high-quality reference materials to understand the
pattern, syllabus, level & Scope of IAS exam and to devise a strategy to prepare
and crack the exam. The Main features of the thoroughly Revised & Updated 2nd
edition book are -- • Exclusively designed to cater to the aspirants of IAS Prelims & Main Exam. • Covers exam patterns of CSAT (Prelims & Main English, GS & optional subjects) as well as Interview. • Covers service profile -recruitment, training, functions, promotions, designations, remunerations of ‘All
India Services’ & ‘Central Civil Service’ -Group ‘A’ & ‘B’ under UPSC -- Civil
Service Exams like IAS, IPS, IFS, IRS, etc. • Infographics, bar charts and data in
tabular form facilitating information quickly and clearly. • Language is lucid
making problem-solving fun to candidates of diverse backgrounds. • Keeping the
whole coverage of the book in accordance with the syllabus and pattern of the
exam, it will act as a standard reference and preparation material for all the
needs of aspirants of CSAT. • Preparation material is in line with the analysis of
Previous Years' Exams Papers which will help aspirants know the trend of the
questions and the difficulty level of the same.
A thorough and incisive introduction to contemporary India The story of the
forging of India, the world's largest democracy, is a rich and inspiring one. This
volume, a sequel to the best-selling India's Struggle for Independence, analyses
the challenges India has faced and the successes it has achieved, in the light of
its colonial legacy and century-long struggle for freedom. The book describes
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how the Constitution was framed, as also how the Nehruvian political and
economic agenda and basics of foreign policy were evolved and developed. It
dwells on the consolidation of the nation, examining contentious issues like party
politics in the Centre and the states, the Punjab problem, and anti-caste politics
and untouchability. This revised edition offers a scathing analysis of the growth of
communalism in India and the use of state power in furthering its cause. It also
documents the fall of the National Democratic Alliance in the 2004 General
Elections, the United Progressive Alliance's subsequent rise to power and the
Indo-US Nuclear Deal that served to unravel the political consensus at the
centre. Apart from detailed analyses of Indian economic reforms since 1991 and
wide-ranging land reforms and the Green Revolution, this new edition includes an
overview of the Indian economy in the new millennium. These, along with
objective assessments of Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Jayaprakash
Narayan, Lal Bahadur Shastri, Rajiv Gandhi, Vishwanath Pratap Singh, Atal
Bihari Vajpayee and Manmohan Singh, constitute a remarkable overview of a
nation on the move.
Every year 8 to 10lakh students apply for the Civil Services Examination. Nearly
half of them participate in the Preliminary Examination. From those 4 to 5lakh
students only 10 to 14 thousand students (in proportion to the total number of
vacancies) are selected to appear in the Main Examination. Out of them,
between 2 to 3 thousand aspirants get the interview call letter and only a handful
of them (800 to 1100, based on the total number of vacancies) makes to the final
list of Civil Services Examination. So, mathematically your probability of clearing
Civil Services Examination is approximately 0.1% and it becomes even lesser if
your dream is to become an IAS in your own State."How to Crack Civil Services
Examination" tells you in detail about the Civil Services Examination. It explains
about the examination pattern, syllabus, previous year papers and how to
develop a strategy for all the stages and vital papers of the Civil Services
Examination. In order to bring best help to you and turn that 0.1% probability into
100% reality, our team has gone in detail on the approach adopted by the UPSC,
what it seeks in a candidate and most importantly, what the selected candidates
do in terms of strategy or preparation which differentiates them from serious and
knowledgeable yet not-selected candidates. As a gift and a tool to check your
understanding of the Civil Services Examination, an essay test is added at the
end of this book. Kindly use that and submit it for our feedback.
A monthly published in Hindi and English. The journal is devoted to all aspects of
rural reconstruction and village democracy. The journal carries educative and
informative articles on rural development and is useful for scholars, academicians
and students preparing for civil services and other competitive examinations.
This all-inclusive UPSC Civil Service 2020 Prelims Guide covers expert solved
examples on entire General Studies Paper-I and CSAT Paper II concepts curated
by UPSC experts panel. Also, get a free answer key access to crack UPSC
Prelims in 1st attempt
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The second, revised and updated edition of cracking the Civil Services- The open secret is
now in an all new reader-friendly format. The book provides a broad overview of the strategy to
be adopted, the resource materials to be selected, time management and how to stay
motivated throughout the preparation stage. The book also details the particular strategies for
the Preliminary examination, The papers of the main examination and facing the interview
Board. Two new chapters viz, tackling current Affairs? and Civil Services is not the end? have
been added. Chapters at a Glance- who should go for the Civil Services overcoming major
obstacles time management motivation and a positive attitude planning your preparation The
Preliminary examination The main examination tackling General Studies Paper-I tackling
General Studies Paper-II tackling General Studies paper-iii tackling General Studies paper-iv
the art of essay writing reading skills and improving memory improving writing skills tackling
current Affairs facing the interview Board managing stress and anxiety Civil Services is not the
end.
1. Magbook series deals with the preliminary examinations for civil series. 2. It?s a 2 in 1 series
offers advantages of both Magazine and book. 3. The entire syllabus of Indian Polity and
Governance divided into 25 chapters. 4. Focuses on the Topics and Trends of question asked
in Previous Years? Questions. 5. Offers Chapterwise Practice and well detailed explanations
the previous Years? questions. 6. More than 3000 MCQs for the revision of the topics. 7. 5
Practice sets and 2 Previous Years solved Papers sets for thorough practice. 8. The book uses
easy language for quick understanding. Preparing for the examinations like UPSC, State PCS
or any other civil Services papers students need to have a comprehensive, complete and
concrete knowledge about their subjects from the point of view exam. Arihant MAGBOOK
Series is a must for Civil Services (Pre) Examination State PCS & Other Comprehensive
Examinations. It?s a 2 in 1 series that provides all the study material in concise and brief
manner offering unique advantage of both Magazines and Books. It comprehensively covers
the syllabus of General Studies portion of the UPSC and State PCS Preliminary Examination.
The current edition of ?Magbook Indian Polity and Governance? covers every topic of Politics
and Governance. The whole syllabus has been divided into 25 chapters in this book. It focuses
on the Topics and Trends of questions which are asked in previous Years? Civil Services
Examinations, further it provides Chapterwise practice of the questions that build self
confidence and Skill Adaption in the candidates and lastly it offers detailed explanations of
Previous Years? Civil Services examination in a easy language for quick understanding. Apart
from Topical coverage and Previous Years? Question, this book also focuses on practice by
providing with more than 3000 MCQs and 5 Practice Sets that help students to know latest
pattern of the paper as well as its difficulty level. This book is a must for the civil services
aspirants as it help them to move a step ahead towards their aim. TABLE OF CONTENT
Constitutional Development, Salient Features of Indian Constitution, The Preamble, The Union
and Its Territory, Citizenship, Fundamental Rights, Directive Principles of State Policy, Union
Executive, Parliament, The Judiciary, State Government, Centre State Relations, Elections,
Politician Parties and Pressure Groups, Public Service Commissions, Official Languages,
Emergency Provinces, Schedule and Tribal Areas, Local Government, Constitutional, Statutory
Institutions, Governance, Public Policy in India, Rights Issues in India, Amendment of the
Constitution, Constitutional Provisions Regarding UTs, States and Special Status and Tribunal,
Glossary, Practice Sets (1-5), Previous Years? Solved Papers Set 1, Previous Years? Solved
Papers Set 2.
This book presents a complete and accessible description of the history of early India. It starts
by discussing the origins and growth of civilizations, empires, and religions. It also deals with
the geographical, ecological, and linguistic backgrounds, and looks at specific cultures of the
Neolithic, Chalcolithic, and Vedic periods, as well as at the Harappan civilization. In addition,
the rise of Jainism and Buddhism, Magadha and the beginning of territorial states, and the
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period of Mauryas, Central Asian countries, Satvahanas, Guptas, and Harshavardhana are
also analysed. Next, it stresses varna system, urbanization, commerce and trade,
developments in science and philosophy, and cultural legacy. Finally, the process of transition
from ancient to medieval India and the origin of the Aryan culture has also been examined.
1. Cracking the CSAT paper -2 is a complete study guide 2. The book is divided into sections
3. Comprehension Practice sets are provided with their solutions 4. Solved Papers
(2020-2011) are given to know the paper pattern 5. 5 Crack Sets are provided for thorough
practice 6. Scientific and Logical Presentation of Contents as per UPSC Level 7. Question
based on Graphs, Charts, Tables, etc questions are also included. CSAT (Paper-II) is a
compulsory Pre Examination that one has to qualify in order to clear the UPSC Civil Service
Examination. This paper tests the aptitude, intellect and suitability of a candidate and evaluates
their overall understanding level. “Cracking the CSAT Paper 2” is the most popular book that
takes you to the next stage of IAS. With the complete coverage to the whole syllabus this book
follows exact pattern as prescribed by UPSC, including the relevant study material and variety
of questions based on each field along with their complete solutions. All the sections
mentioned in this study package have been revised intelligently and improved features and
formats as per 2020 examination. Scientific and Logical presentation of contents is designed
as per competition level of UPSC Civil Service Examination. At the end of the book 5 Crack
sets have been given with their detailed explanations that help in assisting the aspirants to
crack CSAT Paper 2 Exam. TABLE OF CONTENT Solved Papers (2020-2011),
Comprehension, Basic Numeracy, General Mental Ability, Data Interpretation & Sufficiency,
Decision Making & Problem Solving, Interpersonal Skills Including Communication Skills,
Logical Reasoning & Analytical Ability, English Language Comprehension, Crack Sets (1-5)
with Detailed Explanations.
I am Suyash, brings you a comprehensive E-book covering all aspects of strategies to crack
the country’s most prestigious exam: “Civil Services Examination”, also popularly known as
IAS Examination. This book will be your ultimate guidebook in your preparation journey
whether you are a new comer or experienced one.
India 2017 Yearbook falls under the yearbook/reference segment and is an absolute must for
all students preparing for the UPSC / State Civil Service or other competitive examinations in
India. The yearbook is an authoritative compilation by Shri Rajiv Mehrishi, the incumbent Union
Home Secretary, on various issues that are regularly queried in various competitive
examinations, including political and economic policy, public schemes, international relations,
current affairs and important data related to demographics, trade, economy and others. The
Ebook of India 2017 Yearbook is designed to be a useful resource for the UPSC and State
PSC aspirants. Made into a multicolor reflowable Epub version of the print book, this ebook
can be accessed anywhere anytime in the student’s mobile phone, tab or other portable
devices whether Android or Windows. Its easily navigable TOC and reference footnotes make
it handy and more efficient for readers. This ebook is the perfect solution available to you 24*7
in your pockets.
UPSC Syllabus & Tips to Crack IAS Prarambhik & Mukhya Pariksha with Rapid Samanya
Gyan 2019 ebook (Hindi) is the revised 3rd edition of the syllabus book for undergraduate
STUDENTS taking up the UPSC examinations for recruitment into the Indian Administrative
Services (IAS). The book also provides tips & techniques to crack the IAS exams with special
focus on Subject-wise planning for the Prelim Exam. The book contains the details of each and
every subject topic which is relevant to the IAS Preliminary and Mains examination. The book
will update the aspirants on the latest changes in the syllabus of the Preliminary and Mains
exams. It is an important handy tool for the aspirants which they can refer throughout their
preparation.
Strategy to Clear UPSC Civil Services Examination in 1 Year Master Plan: The Civil Services
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Examination is a nationwide competitive examination in India conducted by the Union Public
Service Commission for recruitment to various Civil Services of the Government of India,
including the Indian Administrative Service, Indian Foreign Service and Indian Police Service.
The Civil Services Exam conducted by the UPSC is one of the most prestigious exams of the
country. Every year, thousands of candidates work hard to clear the exam, but only a few lucky
ones get through. The first attempt that any candidate makes towards qualifying this exam is
the most crucial of all, as this is the one which is given with full enthusiasm. Any candidate
appearing for the first time must thus not aim at just clearing the Prelims, but should aim to
make it through in the first attempt. The Candidates who have successfully cleared the exam in
past are a good resource when it comes to obtaining tips for successfully clearing the exam;
"Be truthful, gentle, honest and fearless"
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